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Statistics Tracking 

Processes apply to all FCR Adult Leagues and Divisions. 
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Introduction 

Statistics tracking is provided by FCR as a service which hopefully increases enjoyment of the 
game for all members. There are numerous stakeholders involved who work together to make 
the service a success. Important resources include: 

• FCR Office Staff who control Goalline; 

• FCR Staff and Volunteers who perform data entry; 

• Regina Soccer Referee Association members who are responsible for properly 
completing game sheets; 

• Team managers who need to keep their rosters accurately updated in Goalline. 

The goal of stats tracking is to have an accurate picture of all goal scorers, as well as yellow and 
red card recipients. The long-term goal for 2019 Outdoor is to offer prizes and 
acknowledgement to members who excel in the goal-scoring category. 

Only players officially registered on a team will have their stats tracked. No Guest Player or 
Permit Player stats will be tracked for any game. 

The 2018-19 Adult Indoor Playoffs were a trial period for stats tracking to begin. The process 
worked smoothly, and the initiative is being continued for the Outdoor 2019 season. If any gaps 
in the process occur for outdoor, remedies will be explored. 

 

Process 

Stats tracking follows these steps: 

1. Managers complete their rosters in Goalline with correct jersey numbers; 
2. Managers use Goalline to print out accurate game sheets; 
3. RSRA Referees do pre-game checks to make certain all numbers match with team 

jerseys; 
4. During the game, RSRA Referees accurately record the jersey numbers of goal scorers, 

as well as yellow and red card recipients; 
5. RSRA Referees accurately write the correct information onto the game sheet at the end 

of the game, clearly indicating the individual stats; 
6. Managers check with referees immediately after the game to make sure the game sheet 

is correct; 
7. Referees send in the completed game sheet to the FCR office; 
8. FCR Staff or volunteers manually update the stats spreadsheet in Goalline with all 

individual stats for all members to see. 
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Guidelines 

Stats that are Tracked 

1. Goals 
2. Yellow Cards 
3. Red Cards 

Stats that aren’t Tracked 

1. Assists 
2. Shots 
3. Saves 
4. Goalkeeper Shutouts 
5. Any guest or permit player stats 

Corrections 

Because of the high volume of statistics being tracked, no corrections or appeals are heard for 
any of the numbers received by FCR office staff. All inquiries about who was or was not 
awarded a goal should be made to the referee immediately following the game. Once the game 
sheet arrives at the office, that is the final record of the match, and only that information is 
used for the online statistics. 

Updating Schedule 

FCR will try to update the statistics at least once per week. Stats updates will occur as often as 
time allows for FCR Office staff, with the understanding that some weeks during the season are 
much busier than others. 

 

 



 

 

 


